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Hinterland

petals of a flower crushed in his palm.

rushing to a meeting in town,
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Approach

He emphasises the word want
like it’s the key to the whole sentence.

It was big time back in the ‘80s. . .
remember that car park they built
there. There weren’t enough cars at
the start. I mean in the country itself.
The ships were bringing them in
every week. But when it opened they
were on bikes mainly. Bicycles,
mopeds, scooters. They were always
carrying passengers.

(Jane is the Chief Operations
Manager of MagmaTech. She
reports to Charles who is the CEO
and Chairman of the Board. John
works to her directly but she has no
oversight of Harry’s Business Unit,
even though she is technically his
boss.)

Charles was occluded in South East
Asia.

Weren’t we all? It was a very dull
project.
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Lisping “Long Distance”

I’m a bear I got claws
Count ‘em one two three four five
I scratch around in the forest
Just to keep myself alive
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Napoleon in Tibet

corrugated iron shacks
and open sewers

banana plantations
and coffee farms

water buffalo

a pitted road
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Huon Pie

It grows along the banks of a
river that snakes its way through the
forests in the rain.
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More Ink for the Harrow

— a writ of

Habeas Corpus

A square of lawn, neuro-anatomists,

news cycles, screen memories,
planes of language, jet fuel

taxonomic tests.
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Dance Class @ Wisconsin Capitol

rain makes his fur stink

the elections are on

more blood tests, Reading John
Bunyan, feeling a bit down. Love
to you there in Amarillo and give
Aunt Betsy a big hug from me
and Ed.
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Moody Kadaicha Man

happy bears

up in the hills
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